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Abstract	24	

The	trimeric	periplasmic	holdase	chaperone	Skp	binds	and	stabilizes	unfolded	25	

outer	membrane	proteins	(OMPs)	as	part	of	bacterial	OMP	biogenesis.	Skp	binds	26	

client	proteins	in	its	central	cavity,	thereby	reducing	its	backbone	dynamics,	but	27	

it	is	unknown	which	molecular	mechanisms	govern	Skp	dynamics	and	how	the	28	

chaperone	adapts	to	differently	sized	clients.	Here,	we	employ	a	combination	of	29	

microsecond-timescale	molecular	dynamics	(MD)	simulation,	small-angle	X-ray	30	

scattering	(SAXS)	and	NMR	spectroscopy	to	reveal	that	Skp	is	remarkably	31	

flexible,	and	features	a	molecular	spring-loaded	mechanism	in	its	“tentacle”	arms	32	

that	enables	switching	between	two	distinct	conformations	on	sub-millisecond	33	

timescales.	The	conformational	switch	is	executed	around	a	conserved	pivot	34	

element	within	the	coiled	coil	structures	of	the	tentacles,	allowing	expansion	of	35	

the	cavity	and	thus	accommodation	of	differently	sized	clients.	The	spring-loaded	36	

mechanism	shows	how	a	chaperone	can	efficiently	modulate	its	structure	and	37	

function	in	an	ATP-independent	manner.	38	

	39	

40	
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The	outer	membrane	(OM)	of	Gram-negative	bacteria	functions	as	a	general	41	

selectivity	barrier.	It	provides	the	cell	with	protection	from	potentially	harmful	42	

agents	in	the	environment,	while	allowing	useful	molecules	to	enter.	In	order	to	43	

fulfill	this	function,	transmembrane	β-barrel	OMPs	act	as	selective	and	non-44	

selective	porins.	Their	absence	severely	inhibits	nutrient	collection	and	therefore	45	

growth.	OMPs	are	synthesized	in	the	cytosol	of	the	bacterial	cell,	and	as	such	46	

they	follow	a	complex	biogenesis	pathway	[1].	Unfolded	OMPs	traverse	both	the	47	

hydrophobic	inner	membrane	and	the	hydrophilic	periplasm	before	they	are	48	

folded	and	integrated	into	the	OM	[2–4].	Due	to	their	architecture	as	49	

transmembrane	proteins,	OMPs	are	prone	to	misfolding	and	aggregation	in	the	50	

aqueous,	but	crowded	periplasmic	compartment.	Undesirable	intra-	and	inter-51	

molecular	interactions	in	the	periplasm	are	typically	prevented	by	a	network	of	52	

periplasmic	chaperones	including	SurA,	DegP	and	Skp	[5,6].	These	aid	in	the	53	

proper	transport,	folding	and	insertion	of	OMPs	into	the	OM.	Skp	binds	to	54	

unfolded	OMPs	as	they	emerge	from	the	Sec	translocon	at	the	inner	membrane.	55	

The	binding	of	Skp	prevents	premature	folding	of	OMPs,	and	promotes	their	56	

release	from	the	Sec	complex	once	translocation	is	complete.	Skp	holds	the	OMP	57	

in	a	folding	competent	state	[7],	prior	to	arrival	and	release	at	the	OM	[8].		58	

	59	

Skp	is	a	trimer	with	a	“jellyfish”-like	architecture	[9,10].	A	small	β-sheet	“head”	60	

domain	is	the	major	site	of	association	between	the	monomers,	while	three	long,	61	

hairpin-shaped	α-helical	“tentacles”	or	“arms”	define	the	outer	boundaries	of	a	62	

central	cavity,	characteristic	of	a	clamp-like	binding	site	typically	observed	in	63	

chaperones	[11].		Unlike	the	structure	of	prefoldin	[12],	a	eukaryotic	chaperone	64	

with	related	architecture,	in	the	structures	of	Skp	the	α-helical	extensions	may	65	
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interact	with	one	another	at	the	tips.	Each	tentacle	is	composed	of	a	short	α-helix	66	

(α1)	that	leads	from	the	β-sheet	head	into	two	extended	antiparallel	α-helices	67	

(α2	and	α3).	The	OMP	substrates	of	Skp	are	diverse	in	shape	and	size.	The	68	

smallest	of	these	OMPs,	such	as	OmpA,	have	an	8-stranded	β-barrel	with	69	

diameter	of	3.0	nm,	whereas	the	largest,	LptD,	is	24-stranded	[13].	Studies	of	70	

Skp–OmpX	conformation	and	dynamics	have	shown	how	Skp	can	bind	8-71	

stranded	OmpX	and	tOmpA	[14],	but	it	is	yet	unclear	how	Skp	is	able	to	adapt	72	

sufficiently	to	accommodate	different	larger	substrates.	NMR	studies	have	73	

identified	a	hinge	region	around	Val42	/	Phe50	between	α-helix	1	and	2	that	may	74	

allow	the	tips	of	the	tentacles	to	move	away	from	one	another,	thereby	75	

expanding	the	size	of	the	central	cavity	to	allow	larger	substrates	to	enter	[14].	76	

Such	substantial	flexibility	in	the	α-helical	regions	of	Skp	is	also	consistent	with	77	

absence	of	electron	density	for	parts	of	the	tentacles	in	both	of	the	X-ray	78	

structures,	and	with	structural	disparities	observed	towards	the	tips	when	79	

comparing	the	resolved	subunits.		80	

	81	

Here,	we	utilize	extended,	microsecond-timescale,	atomic-resolution	MD	82	

simulations	of	substrate-free	(apo)	trimeric	Skp	to	explore	its	conformational	83	

landscape,	and	compare	the	results	with	data	from	small-angle	X-ray	scattering	84	

(SAXS)	and	amide–amide	distances	obtained	from	NMR	spectroscopy.	Unbiased	85	

simulation	sampling	is	used	to	demonstrate	that	the	Skp	trimer	is	extremely	86	

flexible,	revealing	the	full	range	of	possible	motion	of	the	tentacles.	Based	on	87	

these	observations,	we	propose	hypothetical	closed-	and	open-state	models	and	88	

identify	a	switching	mechanism	that	leads	to	large	variations	in	the	volume	of	the	89	

Skp	central	cavity	via	the	exchange	of	a	helical	kink	between	helix	α2	and	α3.	90	
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This	allows	us	to	define	the	limits	of	Skp’s	conformational	mobility,	which	91	

explains	its	capacity	for	binding	substrates	of	variable	size.		Subsequent	fitting	of	92	

simulated	conformational	ensembles	to	data	from	SAXS	measurements	supports	93	

the	notion	that	apo	Skp	exists	in	a	dynamic	equilibrium	between	open	and	closed	94	

states	in	solution.	Finally,	comparison	of	the	simulations	with	NOESY	95	

experimental	data	confirms	that	apo	conformations	observed	spectroscopically	96	

are	well	represented	in	the	simulation	trajectories,	and	that	they	are	distinct	97	

from	the	substrate-bound	form	of	Skp.		98	

	99	

Results	100	

Opening	of	the	Skp	Cavity	via	Separation	of	the	Tentacles	101	

The	X-ray	structure	of	Skp	(PDBID:	1SG2)	represents	a	“closed”	state	of	the	102	

protein,	with	a	tip-to-tip	distance	of	<	0.78	nm	measured	between	the	Cα	103	

carbons	of	Ala76	[9].	Complemented	by	a	partially	modeled	third	subunit,	the	104	

1SG2	structure	served	as	the	initial	seed	for	15	independent	MD	simulation	105	

replicas	of	at	least	100	ns	in	length.	These	simulations	served	to	search	for	106	

possible	open	states.	Starting	from	the	“closed”	state,	dissociation	of	the	helical	107	

tips,	as	identified	by	a	tip-to-tip	distance	>	1.4	nm,	was	observed	in	three	of	the	108	

15	simulations,	in	a	manner	that	was	insensitive	to	initial	conditions	[8].	These	109	

separations	of	the	two	subunits	towards	an	“open”	state	occurred	in	all	three	110	

cases	after	>80	ns	of	simulation.		111	

	112	

Following	the	observation	that	the	tentacle-like	arms	were	able	to	separate	from	113	

one	another	on	the	nanosecond	time	scale,	the	dynamics	of	Skp	were	114	

investigated	further	in	two	significantly	extended	simulations,	of	1	μs	in	length	115	
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each,	beginning	in	the	“open”	conformation.	Additionally,	we	measured	SAXS	116	

profiles	of	a	sample	of	highly	pure	apo	Skp	at	a	synchrotron	beamline.	During	the	117	

two	1	μs	MD	simulations,	the	tips	were	observed	to	spontaneously	re-associate	118	

and	disassociate	at	three	different	time	points.	The	re-association	of	the	tips	was	119	

apparent	in	the	measured	radius	of	gyration	(Rgyr)	of	Skp	(Figure	1A),	which	120	

dropped	below	the	Rgyr	of	the	X-ray	structure	(3.0	nm)	at	~250	ns	in	one	121	

simulation	and	at	~80	ns	and	~850	ns	in	the	other.	The	average	Rgyr	of	3.28	nm	122	

observed	in	the	1	μs	MD	simulations	(Figure	1B)	agrees	well	with	experimentally	123	

measured	Rgyr	of	3.3	nm	for	the	apo-Skp	trimer	in	solution,	determined	124	

previously	by	neutron	scattering	[15].	It	thus	also	agrees	well	with	the	Rgyr	of	3.6	125	

nm	determined	by	SAXS,	considering	that	the	scattering	of	the	hydration	shell	126	

likely	adds	~0.6	nm	to	the	triaxial	dimensions	of	the	protein	in	SAXS	127	

measurements	[16,17].			128	

	129	

The	experimental	determinations	of	Rgyr	by	SAXS	and	neutron	scattering	are	130	

ensemble	averages	and	thus	mask	individual,	short-lived	conformational	states.	131	

Indeed,	the	structures	determined	by	MD	simulation	feature	a	wide	range	of	132	

individual	Rgyr	values,	ranging	between	2.9	and	3.7	nm	(Fig.	1A).	Thereby,	the	133	

larger	values	of	Rgyr	corresponded	to	conformations	of	Skp	where	the	helical	134	

arms	are	projected	away	from	the	trimeric	axis	of	symmetry,	in	some	cases	135	

dramatically	exposing	the	large	central	cavity	(Figure	1C–I).	Previous	136	

simulations	that	constrained	Skp	to	explore	a	particular	Rgyr	hinted	at	such	137	

expansion	of	the	central	cavity	[15].	On	the	other	hand,	the	smaller	values	of	the	138	

Rgyr	correspond	to	conformational	states	of	Skp	where	the	tips	of	all	three	helical	139	

arms	are	re-associated	with	one	another	(Figure	1C–II).	In	the	distribution	of	tip-140	
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to-tip	distances,	these	closed	conformations	populate	a	distinct	state	at	2	nm,	141	

well	separated	from	the	conformational	ensemble	continuum	of	the	partially	and	142	

fully	open	state	(Figure	1D).	When	the	Skp	arms	are	separated,	the	tip-to-tip	143	

distance	is	typically	between	3	to	7	nm	(Figure	1D),	with	the	distribution	of	144	

distances	peaking	at	6	nm.	The	maximal	distance	between	the	tips	of	two	145	

subunits	encountered	in	free	simulation	was	7.2	nm.	Overall,	these	data	thus	146	

reveal	an	extraordinary	degree	of	flexibility	of	the	Skp	arms	in	the	apo	state,	in	147	

agreement	with	solution	NMR	dynamics	measurements	[14].	These	motions	148	

average	out	on	the	sub-ms	time	scale,	resulting	in	NMR-spectroscopically	149	

equivalent	resonances	for	the	entire	trimer.	150	

	151	

“Spring-Loaded”	Dynamics	Characterize	the	Helical	Arms	152	

It	has	been	suggested	that	a	pivot	element	exists	around	a	highly	conserved	153	

phenylalanine	residue	(Phe50)	in	helix	α2,	allowing	for	a	conformational	change	154	

and	increasing	the	volume	of	the	central	cavity	[8].	In	agreement	with	this	155	

hypothesis,	multiple	observations	of	a	spontaneous	conformational	change	and	156	

rotation	around	Phe50	were	observed	during	simulation.	This	change	involved	157	

the	exchange	of	a	helical	kink	from	initially	bent	helix	α2	(Figure	2A	-	I)	to	158	

initially	straight	helix	α3	(Figure	2A	-	II),	and	resulted	in	lateral	projection	of	the	159	

tip	of	the	helical	arm	from	the	three-fold	axis	of	symmetry.	An	example	of	this	160	

transition	is	illustrated	in	Supplementary	Movie	1.	The	kink	in	helix	α3	was	most	161	

often	accommodated	from	Ala100	to	Asp105.	In	total,	the	conformational	162	

transition	at	the	helical	kink	was	observed	twelve	times	during	the	simulation	163	

trajectories	(Figures	S1),	but	never	occurred	simultaneously	in	two	or	three	164	

subunits.	In	all	observed	cases,	the	exchange	of	the	kink	from	helix	α2	to	α3	165	
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exhibited	all-or-nothing	mechanics,	and	had	a	maximum	lifetime	of	~60	ns	166	

(Figure	S1).	The	kink	exchange	had	a	simultaneous	effect	on	the	physical	167	

dimensions	of	the	Skp	trimer,	with	a	directly	coupled	increase	in	the	Rgyr	from	168	

0.15	to	0.30	nm.	This	opened	the	cavity	and	may	thus	well	play	a	role	in	169	

substrate	binding.	170	

	171	

Defining	the	Maximal	Capacity	of	the	Skp	Cavity	in	the	Open	State	172	

To	isolate	the	biologically	relevant,	dominant	concerted	motions	of	Skp,	we	173	

removed	the	high-frequency	background	noise	by	performing	principal	174	

component	analysis	(PCA)	on	the	combined	(2	x	1	μs)	MD	trajectories	of	the	175	

entire,	trimeric	Skp	assembly	(Figure	3).	The	exchange	of	the	helical	kink	176	

between	helix	α2	and	α3	did	not	appear	in	the	lowest	frequency	modes	(Figure	177	

3A,	Figure	S2),	indicating	that	this	large,	switchable	inter-subunit	motion	of	an	178	

arm	from	Skp	occurs	independently	of	the	other	local	subunit	dynamics.	This	179	

finding	implies	that	allosteric	communication	between	Skp	subunits	is	absent.	In	180	

light	of	this,	we	therefore	investigated	the	internal	arm	domain	motions	by	181	

performing	PCA	on	an	“artificial”	6	µs	trajectory	composed	of	the	individual	182	

subunit	trajectories	from	each	simulation	(i.e.	3	subunits	x	2	simulations	x	1	μs	183	

each).	Principal	component	1	(PC1),	the	dominant	motion	of	the	Skp	subunit	184	

(Figure	3Bi),	accounted	for	over	half	of	the	total	structural	variance.	This	185	

component	involved	outward	projection	of	the	tips	of	the	tentacles,	away	from	186	

the	three-fold	symmetry	axis	of	Skp,	with	a	concurrent	exchange	of	the	helical	187	

kink	from	helix	α2	to	α3,	as	described	above,	whilst	maintaining	a	stable	head	188	

domain	conformation	(Figure	S3).	The	spring-loaded	movement	is	thus	a	key	189	

element	of	Skp	tentacle	dynamics.		190	
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	191	

In	order	to	estimate	the	possible	range	in	size	of	the	central	cavity,	two	192	

structural	states,	termed	“extreme	closed”	and	“extreme	open”,	were	constructed	193	

by	applying	C3	symmetry	to	the	two	extreme	structures	of	PC1	(Figure	4A).	In	194	

both	cases,	a	least-squares-fit	to	the	β-sheet	head	domain	of	the	X-ray	structure	195	

was	performed	in	order	to	position	each	subunit	in	the	extreme	models.	The	196	

transition	between	these	states	is	illustrated	in	Supplementary	Movie	2.	While	197	

the	tips	of	the	helices	were	observed	to	extend	up	to	7.2	nm	from	one	another	198	

during	free	simulation,	the	symmetric	“extreme	open”	model	features	a	distance	199	

between	tips	of	12	nm.	The	dimensions	of	the	resulting	cavity	enclosed	by	Skp	200	

were	estimated	by	expanding	a	virtual	sphere	at	intervals	along	the	axis	of	201	

symmetry.	In	the	“extreme	closed”	model,	a	maximum	radius	of	1.75	nm	for	the	202	

expanding	sphere	was	achieved	at	a	depth	of	~2.0	nm	beneath	the	head	domain	203	

(Figure	4B).	This	position	corresponds	precisely	to	the	height	of	the	kink	in	helix	204	

α2.	From	this	point	onwards,	the	radius	tapers,	decreasing	towards	the	tips	of	205	

the	helical	arms.	In	the	“extreme	open”	model,	the	upper	part	of	the	central	206	

cavity,	immediately	below	the	head	domain,	has	similar	dimensions	to	the	closed	207	

model.		However,	the	radius	of	the	sphere	continues	to	increase	linearly,	208	

reaching	a	maximum	radius	of	3.2	nm	at	a	4.0	nm	distance	from	the	head	domain.	209	

Using	NMR-based	distances	measurements,	it	was	previously	shown	that	when	210	

bound	to	Skp,	8-stranded	OmpX,	one	of	the	smallest	possible	substrates,	adopts	211	

to	a	first	order	approximation	a	spherical	ensemble	of	conformers	with	a	radius	212	

of	2.1	nm.	This	fluid	globule	state	can	already	be	nearly	accommodated	within	213	

the	“extreme	closed”	state	of	apo	Skp,	whereas	larger	substrates	might	be	214	

accommodated	in	the	Skp	cavity	by	gradual	opening	of	the	arms	towards	the	215	
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“extreme	open”	state.		Extrapolating	under	the	assumption	of	equal	mass	density	216	

from	unfolded	OmpX	to	the	large	22-stranded	substrate	FhuA,	the	latter	217	

polypeptide	would	adopt	a	spherical	volume	with	3.5	nm	radius.	This	large	218	

substrate	might	even	therefore	be	accommodated	at	the	lower	end	of	the	cavity	219	

in	the	extreme	open	state;	conceivably,	an	additional	Skp	trimer	may	also	be	220	

recruited	for	binding	[7].		221	

	222	

SAXS	Reveals	a	Dynamic	Ensemble	of	Open	and	Closed	States	223	

For	a	description	of	the	Skp	apo	state,	the	experimentally	determined	SAXS	224	

intensity	was	compared	with	theoretical	calculations	(Figure	5).	Because	the	225	

individual	conformers	of	the	simulation	trajectories	feature	substantial	226	

variability	in	the	conformations	adopted,	their	calculated	intensities	vary	(see	227	

Figure	S4	for	the	range	of	theoretical	scattering	intensities	and	indicative	228	

structures),	and	no	intensity	computed	from	a	single	structure	described	the	229	

experimental	SAXS	data	within	experimental	error.	Likewise,	the	scattering	230	

computed	from	the	X-ray	crystal	structure	did	not	agree	with	the	SAXS	data,	as	231	

evidenced	by	a	discrepancy	in	the	goodness	of	fit,	with	χ2	=	5.9.	A	better	232	

agreement	with	the	experimental	data	was	obtained	by	allowing	for	mixtures	of	233	

individual	conformers,	i.e.	linear	combinations	of	the	computed	patterns.	The	234	

ensemble	optimization	method	(EOM)	[18,19]	uses	a	genetic	algorithm	to	235	

recombine	models	from	a	pool	of	structures,	until	an	optimal	fit	to	the	236	

experimental	SAXS	curve	is	obtained.	In	order	to	include	as	many	maximally	237	

open	states	in	the	dataset,	the	pool	of	Skp	structures	from	the	simulation	238	

trajectories	was	enhanced	with	an	equal	number	of	hypothetical	symmetrical	239	

structures,	created	by	applying	C3	symmetry	to	a	random	selection	of	individual	240	
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subunit	conformations.	The	combined	pool	contained	structures	that	had	Rgyr	241	

values	in	the	range	2.75	to	4.25	nm	(Figure	5A,	green	curve).	These	structures	242	

generated	a	fit	to	the	experimental	curve	with	a	χ2	=	1.0	(Figure	5B).	243	

Representative	structures	obtained	from	the	fit	were	similar	to	the	“extreme	244	

open”	and	“extreme	closed”	models	(Figure	5i,	Figure	5ii).	Thus,	the	SAXS	245	

experiments	directly	indicate	that	apo	Skp	in	solution	adopts	a	conformational	246	

ensemble,	composed	of	variably	opened	and	closed	structures	and	their	247	

intermediate	states.		248	

	249	

While	the	fit	to	the	experimental	data	was	improved	considerably	by	considering	250	

an	ensemble	of	structures,	there	remained,	however,	a	deviation	at	the	low	251	

angles	of	the	SAXS	measurements,	indicating	a	dearth	of	larger	structures	in	the	252	

dataset.	In	order	to	increase	the	number	of	structures	in	the	pool	with	a	larger	253	

Rgyr,		a	new,	independent	random	pool	(Figure	5A,	red	curve)	was	generated	254	

using	RANCH	(RANdom	CHain)	within	EOM	[18,19],	allowing	the	positions	of	the	255	

helical	“tentacles”	to	vary	with	respect	to	the	fixed	“head”	domain.	EOM	was	256	

again	then	employed	to	select	an	optimized	set	of	models	consistent	with	the	257	

data	(Figure	5A,	pink/cyan	curve).	This	approach	yielded	a	fit	to	the	SAXS	profile	258	

with	a	χ2	=	1.5	(Figure	5B),	whereby	the	representative	structures	also	included	259	

open	and	closed	conformations	(Figure	5iii,	Figure	5iv,	Figure	5v)	further	260	

confirming	the	structural	variability	of	Skp	in	solution.	In	this	case,	the	selection	261	

frequency	of	structures	indicated	a	bimodal	distribution	(Figure	5A,	pink/cyan	262	

curve).	The	first	peak	corresponded	to	a	Rgyr	of	~3.2	nm,	similar	to	that	in	the	263	

MD-generated	pool	(Figure	5A,	green	curve).	The	Rgyr	for	the	second	peak	ranged	264	
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between	3.8	and	4.1	nm	(Figure	5A),	and	was	thus	comparable	to	the	Rgyr	of	4.1	265	

nm	obtained	for	the	“extreme	open”	model	of	Skp	generated	via	PCA.	266	

	267	

NOESY	Experiments	Confirm	Distinct	Dynamics	of	Apo	Skp	268	

The	structural	configuration	of	Skp	in	its	apo	state	was	investigated	further	by	269	

the	calculation	of	a	subset	of	inter-backbone	amide	hydrogen	distances	for	each	270	

subunit	configuration	observed	in	the	simulation	trajectories	(Figure	6A,	Table	271	

S1).	These	distances	were	compared	to	distance	assignments	derived	from	272	

NOESY	spectroscopy	for	both	apo-Skp	and	Skp	bound	to	an	OmpX	substrate	273	

(Figure	6B,	C).	A	narrow,	unimodal	distribution	was	obtained	for	the	mean	274	

deviation	of	backbone	distances	of	the	tentacle	domain	across	simulated	Skp	275	

compared	to	the	apo	Skp	NOEs,	peaking	at	<0.8	Å.	In	contrast,	the	deviation	from	276	

the	OmpX-bound	Skp	NOE	data	exhibited	a	broader	bimodal	distribution,	which	277	

only	partially	overlapped	with	the	apo	data,	and	extended	further	out,	up	to	~1.3	278	

Å.	Measurement	of	the	equivalent	distances	for	the	X-ray	crystal	structure	279	

revealed	that	the	three	subunits	of	Skp	deviate	to	varying	degrees	from	both	the	280	

apo-	and	substrate-bound	NOE	data.	However,	in	all	cases,	the	crystallographic	281	

deviations	are	increased	compared	to	those	for	the	most	frequent	conformations	282	

observed	in	the	simulations.	Thus,	the	simulated	ensemble,	characterized	by	a	283	

range	of	open	and	closed	states,	is	best	represented	by	ligand-free,	apo	Skp	in	284	

solution.	Its	conformation	is	likely	modulated	by	the	presence	of	OmpX,	possibly	285	

biasing	the	ensemble	towards	collapsed	states	that	protect	the	substrate.		286	

	287	

288	
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Discussion	289	

Via	a	combination	of	simulation	and	experiment,	we	have	shown	here	that	290	

ligand-free,	apo	Skp	exists	as	a	dynamic	ensemble	of	multiple	conformational	291	

states,	with	variable	access	to	the	central	cavity.	Interconversion	between	open	292	

and	closed	states	is	fast,	with	dramatic	changes	already	on	the	microsecond	293	

timescale,	as	reflected	in	the	observed	frequencies	of	tip-to-tip	separation,	294	

helical	exchange	between	helix	α2	and	α3,	and	concomitant	changes	in	protein	295	

Rgyr	and	cavity	volume.	This	finding	is	in	full	agreement	with	previous	NMR	296	

measurements	of	Skp	backbone	dynamics,	showing	that	complete	297	

conformational	averaging	is	obtained	in	at	most	1	ms	[14].	The	simulations	thus	298	

reveal	a	novel	mechanism	for	chaperone	cavity	expansion,	involving	spring-299	

loaded	dynamics	of	the	tentacles,	whereby	a	helical	kink	is	exchanged	between	300	

helices	α2	and	α3.	This	mechanism	serves	to	allow	the	tips	of	each	subunit	to	301	

project	away	from	the	central	axis	of	symmetry,	whilst	ensuring	minimal	302	

disruption	of	the	protein	structural	fold.	It	will	be	of	great	interest	to	assess	303	

whether	architecturally	similar	(but	evolutionarily	distinct)	eukaryotic	304	

chaperones	such	as	Tim9/10	or	prefoldin	have	related	functional	mechanisms	305	

[20,21].	306	

	307	

The	ability	of	Skp	to	adapt	to	a	variety	of	differently	sized	substrates	is	key	to	its	308	

role	in	periplasmic	OMP	trafficking.	This	functional	requirement	is	met	by	309	

variability	in	the	shape	created	by	the	helical	tentacles.	Thereby,	the	physical	310	

limit	of	the	expansion	of	the	Skp	cavity	is	far	greater	in	size	than	displayed	in	311	

available	X-ray	crystallographic	structures,	and	thus	sufficient	to	accommodate	312	

Skp	substrates	above	8	strands.		Skp	substantially	alters	its	conformation	upon	313	
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substrate	binding	by	reducing	backbone	dynamics	and	flexibility	in	the	pivot	314	

region	[14].	The	substrate-bound	state	of	Skp	was	previously	found	to	be	315	

structurally	distinct	from	the	conformations	explored	by	apo	Skp,	indicating	a	316	

substrate-induced	conformational	change.	The	large-scale	movements	of	the	317	

subunits	relative	to	one	another	occur	independently	of	both	the	exchange	of	the	318	

helical	kink	and	of	one	another.	Such	loose,	dynamic	association	of	the	Skp	cavity	319	

with	substrate	ensures	that	the	OMP	is	held	in	a	folding	competent	state,	without	320	

over-stabilizing	non-native	contacts	of	the	OMP	backbone	[7].	The	ability	of	Skp	321	

to	expand	its	cavity	in	this	way	likely	has	functional	impact	both	in	the	capture	322	

and	release	of	diverse	OMP	substrates,	and	might	also	enable	access	to	the	323	

central	cavity	for	the	OMP-inserting	BAM	complex	[22–24].		324	

	325	

326	
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Methods	346	

Simulation	System	Configuration		347	

A	crystal	structure	of	Skp	(PDBID:	1SG2)	[9]	was	used	as	an	initial	configuration.	348	

The	residue	numbering	convention	used	herein	is	based	on	UniProt	entry	349	

sp|P0AEU7|21-161,	where	the	first	residue,	Ala21,	is	the	start	of	the	mature	350	

protein	chain.	The	helical	tip	residues	of	the	third	subunit,	from	Met60	to	Ala95,	351	

are	unresolved	in	the	X-ray	structure.	The	missing	residues,	therefore,	were	352	

modeled	with	MODELLER	[25],	using	the	two	resolved	subunits	as	templates.	353	

The	initial	tip-to-tip	distance	of	the	modeled	subunit	with	regards	to	the	other	354	

two	subunits	was	2.53	and	1.74	nm,	respectively.	15	independent	simulations,	355	

each	of	100	ns	in	length,	were	initially	performed	of	Skp,	either	in	isolation,	or	in	356	

the	presence	of	lipid	A	or	lipid	A	+	KDO	bound	at	the	putative	LPS	binding	site	on	357	

each	subunit	of	the	Skp	homotrimer,	as	described	in	a	previous	study	[8].	In	358	

accordance	with	the	conclusions	of	this	previous	study,	the	simulations	of	lipid-359	

bound	Skp	showed	broadly	similar	dynamics	to	the	lipid	free	simulations.	360	

Snapshots	of	the	“open	state”	of	Skp	defined	from	these	preliminary	shorter	361	

simulations	were	used	to	initialize	2	x	1	µs	simulations.	This	was	defined	as	the	362	

largest	distance	between	the	Cα	of	Ala76	residues	(located	at	the	tip	of	each	363	

subunit).	The	open	Skp	structures	were	solvated	in	a	rhombic	dodecahedron	box,	364	

containing	~110,000	water	molecules	and	a	0.15	M	NaCl	solution.	Position	365	

restraints	of	1,000	kJ	mol-1	nm-2	were	applied	for	5	ns	to	the	Cα	atoms	of	the	366	

protein,	prior	to	performing	1	μs	production	simulations.		367	

	368	

Simulation	Parameters	and	Analysis	369	
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Simulations	were	performed	with	the	GROMACS	simulation	package	[26,27],	370	

using	the	CHARMM22	force	field	parameter	set,	incorporating	the	CMAP	371	

potential	corrections	[28,29],	as	described	previously	[8].	All	simulations	were	372	

performed	in	the	NPT	ensemble	at	a	temperature	of	298	K	and	pressure	of	1	atm.	373	

The	temperature	was	controlled	with	the	velocity-rescale	thermostat	[30],	and	374	

pressure	by	the	Parrinello-Rahman	barostat	using	isotropic	coupling	[31,32].	A	2	375	

fs	timestep	was	used	to	integrate	the	equations	of	motion,	and	the	LINCS	376	

algorithm	was	used	to	constrain	all	bond	lengths	[33].	A	1.2	nm	cut-off	was	used	377	

for	Lennard-Jones	interactions,	with	the	potential	smoothly	switched	off	378	

between	1.0	and	1.2	nm.	Electrostatic	interactions	were	calculated	using	the	379	

Particle-Mesh-Ewald	algorithm	with	a	real-space	cut-off	of	1.2	nm	[34].	VMD	was	380	

used	for	visualization	and	creating	images	[35].	The	VMD	plugin,	Bendix,	was	381	

used	to	calculate	the	degree	of	bending	in	the	helices	and	for	the	generation	of	382	

images	of	kinked	helices	[36].	Other	analyses	were	performed	using	GROMACS	383	

tools	and	in-house	scripts	that	utilized	the	capabilities	of	MDAnalysis	[37]	and	384	

MODELLER	[25].		385	

	386	

SAXS	Measurements	and	Primary	Processing		387	

SAXS	measurements	were	performed	at	the	P12	beamline	of	EMBL	(DESY	388	

Hamburg)	[38]	covering	the	range	of	momentum	transfer	0.01	<	q	<	0.44	Å-1	(q	=	389	

4π	sin(θ)/λ,	where	2θ	is	the	scattering	angle	and	λ	=	1.2	Å	is	the	X-ray	390	

wavelength).	Samples	of	Skp	were	prepared	in	the	buffer	containing	25	mM	391	

Hepes	(pH	7.5),	150	mM	NaCl,	1	mM	DTT.	Data	was	acquired	in	a	range	of	392	

protein	concentrations	from	5.8	to	0.6	mg/ml	and	analyzed	using	the	ATSAS	393	

software	package	[39].	The	primary	data	processing	was	performed	using	394	
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PRIMUS	[40].	The	forward	scattering	I(0)	and	the	radii	of	gyration	Rg	were	395	

evaluated	using	the	Guinier	approximation	[41],	assuming	that	at	very	small	396	

angles	(s	<	1.3/Rg),	the	intensity	is	represented	as	I(s)	=	I(0)	exp(	−	(sRg)2/3).	397	

The	maximum	dimensions	Dmax	were	computed	using	the	indirect	transform	398	

package	GNOM	[42],	which	also	provides	the	distance	distribution	function	p(r).	399	

	400	

Comparison	of	MD-Derived	Conformers	to	SAXS	401	

CRYSOL	[43]	was	used	to	calculate	the	form	factors	for	the	structures	derived	402	

from	MD	trajectories.	Default	values	were	used	for	the	solvent	density	(0.334	403	

e/Å3).	All	theoretical	scattering	curves	derived	from	simulation	structures	were	404	

fitted	to	the	experimental	data.		405	

	406	

Flexibility	Assessment	by	Ensemble	Optimization	Method	407	

Ensemble	Optimization	Method	(EOM)	[18,19]	has	been	applied	to	characterize	408	

conformational	variability	of	Skp	in	solution.	The	positions	and	orientations	of	409	

the	three	helical	arms	(Asn20	–	Ala115)	were	randomized	with	respect	to	the	410	

rest	of	the	structure	to	generate	a	pool	of	10,000	models.	The	genetic	algorithm	411	

was	applied	to	select	from	the	pool	an	optimized	ensemble	that	best	fit	the	412	

experimental	SAXS	data.	413	

	414	

Protein	Expression,	Purification	and	Isotope	labeling		415	

Skp	containing	an	N-terminal	hexa-histidine	tag	and	lacking	its	signal	sequence,	416	

and	OmpX	obtained	from	inclusion	bodies,	were	expressed	and	purified	as	417	

described	previously	[14,44].	[U–2H,	15N,	13C]-labeled	Skp	was	obtained	by	418	

growing	the	expression	cells	in	M9-minimal	media	[45]	supplemented	with	419	
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(15NH4)Cl,	D–[2H,	13C]–glucose	and	D2O.	[U–2H]-labeled	OmpX	was	obtained	by	420	

the	addition	of	D–[2H]–glucose	and	D2O	to	M9	minimal	medium.	Isotopes	were	421	

purchased	from	Sigma-Aldrich	or	Cambridge	Isotope	Labs.	422	

	423	

NMR	Spectroscopy		424	

NMR	experiments	of	human	Skp	and	Skp/OmpX	were	performed	in	NMR	buffer	425	

containing	25	mM	MES,	150	mM	NaCl	pH	6.5.	The	measurements	were	recorded	426	

at	304	K	on	a	Bruker	AscendII	700	MHz	spectrometer	equipped	with	a	427	

cryogenically	cooled	triple-resonance	probe.	The	3D	[1H,1H]-NOESY-15N-TROSY	428	

experiments	[46–48]	were	recorded	with	a	mixing	time	of	100	ms	resulting	in	a	429	

total	experiment	time	of	141.5	h	for	Skp	in	its	apo	form	and	for	112.5	h	for	Skp-430	

OmpX.	The	interscan	delay	was	set	to	0.95	s.	In	the	direct	dimension,	1024	431	

complex	points	were	recorded	in	an	acquisition	time	of	91	ms,	multiplied	with	a	432	

75°-shifted	sine	bell,	zero-filled	to	2048	points	and	Fourier	transformed.	In	the	433	

nitrogen	indirect	dimension,	90	complex	points	were	measured	with	a	maximal	434	

evolution	time	of	40	ms,	multiplied	with	a	75°-shifted	sine	bell,	zero-filled	to	256	435	

points	and	Fourier	transformed.	In	the	proton	indirect	dimension,	150	complex	436	

points	were	measured	with	a	maximal	evolution	time	of	18	ms	for	Skp	in	its	apo	437	

form,	multiplied	with	a	75°-shifted	sine	bell,	zero-filled	to	512	points	and	Fourier	438	

transformed.	For	all	spectra	a	polynomial	baseline	correction	was	applied	in	all	439	

dimensions.	NMR	data	were	processed	using	PROSA	[49]	and	analyzed	with	440	

CARA	[50]	and	XEASY	[51].	441	

	442	

Comparison	of	Simulation	and	NMR	observed	distances	443	

A	subset	of	amide	hydrogen-hydrogen	interactions	was	chosen	for	comparison	of	444	
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simulation	and	NOESY	data.	The	subset	was	chosen	by	comparing	the	distances	445	

of	the	extreme	structures	of	PC1	and	PC2	to	the	X-ray	structure.	Two	amide	446	

hydrogens	were	selected	to	be	in	this	subset	if	they	were	<6	Å	in	any	structure,	447	

and	if	their	distance	differed	by	>1	Å	compared	to	the	X-ray	structure.	Only	those	448	

residue	pairs	for	which	a	clear	crosspeak/diagonalpeak	quotient	for	either	449	

apoSkp	or	Skp-OmpX	could	be	measured	were	used	in	the	final	analysis.	The	450	

distance,	𝑑,	between	two	amide	hydrogens,	𝑖	and	𝑗,	was	determined	using	the	451	

following	Equation: 𝑑!" = 𝑐 ∙ 𝑃!"
!!!,	where	𝑃	is	the	crosspeak/diagonalpeak	452	

quotient	and,	𝑐	is	a	global	constant	obtained	by	minimizing	the	average	distance	453	

between	the	NMR	(both	apoSkp	and	Skp/OmpX)	and	simulation	data,	with	the	454	

additional	constraint	that	no	NOE	distance	could	be	>6	Å.	In	any	given	simulation	455	

frame,	the	deviation	from	experiment	for	an	atom	pair	was	measured	as	the	456	

absolute	difference	between	the	simulation	distance	and	the	distance	estimated	457	

from	the	NOE	signal.	For	amide	hydrogen	pairs	without	an	NOE	signal,	the	458	

deviation	was	0	if	the	simulated	distance	was	>6	Å,	and	otherwise	was	calculated	459	

as	the	absolute	difference	from	6	Å.		460	

	461	
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Figures	628	

	629	

Figure	1.	Opening	and	closing	of	apo-Skp	in	solution.	A)	The	radius	of	630	
gyration	timelines	for	Skp	in	two	1	µs	trajectories	are	shown	in	red	and	blue.	The	631	
lines	indicated	to	the	right	of	the	graph	represent:	a*,	the	“extreme	open”	model	632	
(shown	later	in	Figure	4);	b*,	the	largest	radius	of	gyration	achieved	during	free	633	
simulation;	c*,	the	SAXS	estimate	of	the	radius	of	gyration	described	herein	(after	634	
removing	the	influence	of	the	hydration	shell),	also	equal	to	the	estimate	635	
provided	in	[15];	and	d*,	the	radius	of	gyration	calculated	for	the	crystal	636	
structure		(PDB	1SG2).	B)	Distribution	of	the	radii	of	gyration	for	Skp	from	both	637	
1	µs	trajectories.	The	pink	line	is	the	combined	distribution.	The	other	colored	638	
lines	correspond	to	those	described	in	A.	C)	The	structures	corresponding	to	I)	639	
the	maximum	and	II)	the	minimum	radius	of	gyration	achieved	in	the	640	
simulations.	D)	The	tip-to-tip	distance	between	all	pairs	of	subunits	in	the	Skp	641	
trimer.	The	distribution	is	combined	for	both	trajectories.	The	tip-to-tip	distance	642	
was	calculated	as	the	distance	between	the	Cα	atoms	of	Ala76	in	all	subunit	pairs.	643	
The	line,	d*,	corresponds	to	the	value	from	the	crystal	structure.		644	
	645	

646	
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	647	
	648	
Figure	2.	Dynamic	exchange	of	a	kink	from	helix	α2	to	α3	in	the	tentacle	649	
domain.	A)	Cylinder	representation	of	the	subunit	in	A,	displaying	the	kink	in	650	
helix	α2	(state	I),	and	helix	α3	(state	II).	The	other	two	subunits	of	Skp	are	651	
displayed	in	grey	for	clarity.	B)	Estimated	kink	angle	for	helix	α2	and	α3	for	one	652	
subunit	over	the	course	of	a	1	µs	simulation.	The	degree	of	bending	is	shown	in	653	
the	top	left	corner.	An	exchange	of	kink	between	helices	may	be	clearly	observed	654	
between	the	400-500	ns	time	period.		655	
	656	
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	657	
	658	
Figure	3.	Large-scale	dominant	motions	of	both	the	trimeric	complex	and	659	
individual	subunits	of	Skp.	A)	The	extreme	conformations	of	the	entire	Skp	660	
trimer	along	principal	components	i)	PC1	and	ii)	PC2.	PCA	was	performed	for	the	661	
combined	(2	x	1	μs)	“open	Skp”	trajectories.	When	combined,	PC1	to	PC4	662	
explained	almost	90%	of	the	total	variance	in	the	data.	Between	the	two	663	
individual	1	μs	trajectories,	there	was	substantial	similarity	in	these	modes	664	
(covariance	overlap,	0.68),	indicating	convergence	in	the	subspace	explored.	The	665	
exchange	of	the	helical	kink	between	helix	α2	and	α3	(Figure	2)	appeared	in	666	
none	of	the	first	four	low	frequency	modes,	and	was	instead	observed	in	the	667	
higher	frequency	modes,	PC5	to	PC9.	B)	The	extreme	conformations	of	the	668	
isolated	subunit,	along	principal	components	i)	PC1	and	ii)	PC2.	PCA	was	669	
performed	for	the	combined	trajectories	of	each	individual	protein	subunit	(6	x	1	670	
μs),	after	least-squares	fitting	to	the	rigid	head	domain.	PC1	represents	a	motion	671	
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involving	exchange	of	the	helical	kink	and	outward	projection	of	the	tips	of	the	672	
tentacle,	and	accounted	for	>50%	of	the	total	variance	in	the	data.	PC2	accounted	673	
for	only	10%	of	the	data,	and	involves	a	rotation	of	the	helical	tentacles	relative	674	
to	the	β-sheet	head	in	an	orthogonal	direction	to	PC1.	In	both	A)	and	B),	the	675	
arrows	indicate	the	direction	and	magnitude	of	motion,	and	the	percentage	of	676	
the	total	variance	explained	by	the	principal	component	is	shown	beside	each	677	
figure.	Note	the	difference	in	distance	scale	in	each	figure.		678	
	679	

680	
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	681	
	682	
Figure	4.	Hypothetical	model	of	the	“extreme	open”	and	“extreme	closed”	683	
states	of	Skp.	A)	The	“extreme	open”	and	“extreme	closed”	models	created	by	684	
assuming	the	extreme	states	of	principal	component	1	(PC1)	of	the	subunit	685	
dynamics	are	applied	to	each	subunit	of	the	Skp	trimer	simultaneously.	B)	The	686	
largest	sphere	radius,	along	the	cavity	axis,	calculated	for	the	“extreme	open”	and	687	
“extreme	closed”	states	shown	in	A).	The	radius	of	gyration	for	the	“extreme	688	
open”	model	is	indicated	in	Figure	1A	(a*).	689	
	690	

691	
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	692	
	693	
Figure	5.	Ensemble	fitting	to	the	experimental	SAXS	intensities.	A)	Relative	694	
frequency	of	structures	with	a	particular	Rgyr	in	the	MD	(green)	and	RANCH	(red)	695	
pools.	The	frequency	of	models	selected	from	by	EOM	is	shown	for	the	RANCH	696	
pool	(pink/cyan).	B)	The	optimized	ensemble	of	RANCH	(red	line)	and	MD	697	
(green)	generated	structures	fitted	to	the	experimental	SAXS	profile.	698	
Representative	structures	selected	by	EOM	are	shown	for	both	the	MD	(i	and	ii)	699	
and	RANCH	(iii,	iv	and	v)	generated	models.		700	
	701	

702	
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	703	
	704	
Figure	6.	NMR	observed	backbone	amide-amide	hydrogen	distances	for	705	
apo-	and	OmpX-bound	Skp,	compared	to	simulated	apo	Skp.	A)	The	706	
backbone	structure	of	Skp,	with	residues	in	blue	indicating	those	between	which	707	
amide	hydrogen	distances	were	measured	for	comparison	with	NOE	708	
assignments.	A	hydrogen-hydrogen	interaction	was	selected	for	analysis	if	the	709	
pair	of	atoms	were	<	6	Å	from	one	another	in	the	X-ray	structure	or	the	extreme	710	
PC1	and	PC2	structures.	A	subset	of	these	was	selected	from	those	interactions	711	
that	differed	by	>	1	Å	between	the	PC	structures	and	the	X-ray	structure.	Of	these,	712	
only	those	residue	pairs	for	which	a	clear	crosspeak/diagonalpeak	quotient	for	713	
either	apo	Skp	or	Skp/OmpX	could	be	measured	were	used	in	the	final	analysis.	714	
B)	Distribution	across	all	simulation	trajectories	of	mean	deviations	from	amide	715	
hydrogen	distances	from	NOESY	spectra	of	apo-	and	OmpX-bound	Skp.	Deviation	716	
from	experiment	for	an	atom	pair	was	measured	as	the	absolute	difference	717	
between	the	simulation	distance	and	the	distance	estimated	from	the	NOE	signal.	718	
For	amide	hydrogen	pairs	without	an	NOE	signal,	the	deviation	was	0	if	the	719	
simulated	distance	was	>6	Å,	and	otherwise	was	calculated	as	the	absolute	720	
difference	from	6	Å.	Deviations	for	each	subunit	of	the	X-ray	structure	are	721	
indicated	with	dashed	lines.	C)	Assigned	2D	strips	from	3D	15N-edited-[15N,1H]-722	
NOESY	spectra	taken	at	the	indicated	positions	of	250	µM	Skp	in	its	apo	form	723	
(cyan)	and	250	µM	Skp	with	bound	OmpX	(holo	form,	purple)	in	NMR	buffer	at	724	
37	°C.	Spectra	were	recorded	with	a	NOESY	mixing	time	of	100	ms.	Broken	lines	725	
indicate	NOE	connections.	Broken	circles	indicate	missing	NOE	cross-peaks	in	726	
either	the	holo	or	the	apo-state.	**-denotes	crosspeaks	from	adjacent	planes.	727	
	728	


